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Deep Learning Works!

… but we don’t really understand why
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Surprising Observations



Observation 1: Learns increasingly complex features

Zeiler, Matthew D., and Rob Fergus. "Visualizing and understanding convolutional networks." European Conference on Computer Vision. Springer 
International Publishing, 2014.



Observation 2: Last layer is a representation

1. Train network to classify images
2. Use last layer (before decision) to 

perform other tasks
3. Relevant information is “preserved” 

until the last layer!

Giryes et al. "Deep Neural Networks with Random Gaussian Weights: A Universal Classification Strategy?." IEEE Transactions on Signal 
Processing 64.13 (2015): 3444-3457.

Random initialization of inner weights ~ small distortion embedding 
(~random projection) 

→ tuning of last layer can find good solutions



Observation 3: It’s not convex… so what?

Lots of local minima!

But optimization still works

(with tricks like variants of adagrad, using relu 
/ leaky relu, dropout, batch norm…)

Auer, Peter, Mark Herbster, and Manfred K. Warmuth. "Exponentially many local minima for single neurons." Advances in 
neural information processing systems (1996): 316-322.



Observation 4: SGD works… with tricks

LR drop after few epochs (exploration/exploitation 
behaviour)

= 0 for t<t0

= 02
-(t-t0)  for t>=t0

Other tricks: “warm restarts” (cyclical), adding noise 
(Langevin dynamics),...

Smith, “Cyclical Learning Rates for Training Neural Networks“, 2015, arXiv:1506.01186
Loshchilov and Hutter, “SGDR: Stochastic Gradient Descent with Warm Restarts” 2016, arXiv:1608.03983

https://arxiv.org/abs/1506.01186
https://arxiv.org/abs/1608.03983


Observation 5: Going deeper 

Still works

ReLU makes it possible to train deeper nets

Residual connections (identity function) helps even more! 

Even with ~1K layers!

He, Kaiming, et al. "Deep residual learning for image recognition." arXiv preprint arXiv:1512.03385 (2015).



Observation 6a: Size Helps Training
Large networks are expensive 

1) Train an accurate large network
2) Train a small network to imitate large network (not training data)

→ can’t train the small network directly

→ but this two-step procedure works!

Hinton et al. "Distilling the knowledge in a neural network." arXiv preprint arXiv:1503.02531 (2015).



Observation 6b: Size Helps Generalization!

Neyshabur et al. “Geometry of Optimization and Implicit Regularization in Deep Learning”, arXiv:1705.03071

https://arxiv.org/abs/1705.03071


Observation 7: Do not fear overfitting!
Effective regularization tricks such as dropout

Srivastava, Nitish, et al. "Dropout: a simple way to prevent neural networks from overfitting." Journal of Machine Learning Research 15.1 (2014): 
1929-1958.



Observation 8: It generalizes when it should

   5            0           4            1    0            1           4            5

MNIST with shuffled labels

Zhang et al. “Understanding Deep Learning Requires Rethinking Generalization”, ICLR’17, link

https://openreview.net/forum?id=Sy8gdB9xx&noteId=Sy8gdB9xx
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● DNN can “memorize” a large training set (huge capacity)
● yet they don’t overfit
● and they don’t just store the examples. 

→ When there is signal in the data they extract it.

Zhang et al. “Understanding Deep Learning Requires Rethinking Generalization”, ICLR’17, link

Observation 8: It generalizes when it should

https://openreview.net/forum?id=Sy8gdB9xx&noteId=Sy8gdB9xx


Observation 9: Unsupervised learning works
GANs (cf Sebastian’s talk) and related tricks

Autoencoders learn representations that can be “interpolated”

1-shot learning works

0-shot learning also works



Style 
Transfer

Preserving Color in Neural Artistic Style Transfer
Gatys et al., arXiv Jun. 2016



Image Manipulation

“Generative Visual Manipulation on the Natural Image Manifold“, Zhu et al, ECCV’16



Observation 9b: Structured output works
Text → Image

Image → Text

Works out-of-the-box! No need for complex structured output techniques.



Image Completion

“Pixel Recurrent Neural Networks”, van den Oord et al., arXiv 2016



Image Captioning

“Deep Visual-Semantic Alignments for Generating Image Descriptions”, Karpathy & Fei-Fei, CVPR 2015



Image Synthesis

“Generative Adversarial Text to Image Synthesis”, Reed et al., arXiv, 2016



Observation 10: But it also fails!

Universal Adversarial Perturbations Moosavi-Dezfooli et al. https://arxiv.org/abs/1610.08401 

https://arxiv.org/abs/1610.08401
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So, why does it work?
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Framing the Problem
Many Mysterious Aspects

● Non-Convex (local minima), but can be optimized
● Over-parametrization helps 
● Huge capacity but no overfitting
● Implicit Regularization

Three sub-questions (increasingly difficult):

1) What can these networks represent?
2) Why can we even optimize them?
3) Why do they generalize and not overfit?
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Representation Power



Expressive Power
● Well known: a shallow network can approximate any function
● But this requires many hidden units
● E.g. there are simple functions expressible with few units and 3 layers, but 

exponentially many with 2 layers

→ Depth gives an exponential advantage

Montufar et al. “On the Number of Linear Regions of Deep Neural Networks” NIPS’14, link
Abernethy et al. "Representation Results & Algorithms for Deep Feedforward Networks." NIPS Workshop on Non-convex Optimization, 2015, link
Eldan & Shamir. "The Power of Depth for Feedforward Neural Networks." COLT’16, arXiv:1512.03965
Cohen et al. “On the Expressive Power of Deep Learning: A Tensor Analysis” COLT’16
Telgarsky “Benefits of Depth in Neural Networks” COLT’16, arXiv:1602.04485

http://papers.nips.cc/paper/5422-on-the-number-of-linear-regions-of-deep-neural-networks.pdf
http://www.alexkulesza.com/pubs/representation_nips15.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/1512.03965
https://arxiv.org/abs/1602.04485
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Tractability of Optimization



Optimization

SGD issues in the non-convex case:

● Can get stuck in local minima
● Can get stuck at saddle points
● Can get stuck in plateaus

Loss surface of deep networks may have lots of those!



Non-Convex But Reasonable
Saddle points are actually hard to converge to

→ SGD converges to local minima and not saddle points [1]

→ Gradient descent (with random initialization) converges (a.s.) to local minima 
and not saddle points [2,3]

[1] Ge et al. “Escaping From Saddle Points --- Online Stochastic Gradient for Tensor Decomposition”, COLT’15, arXiv:1503.02101
[2] Lee et al. “Gradient Descent Only Converges to Minimizers”, 2016, link
[3] Panageas and Piliouras, “Gradient Descent Only Converges to Minimizers: Non-Isolated Critical Points and Invariant Regions”, 2016, 
arXiv:1605.00405

https://arxiv.org/abs/1503.02101
http://proceedings.mlr.press/v49/lee16.html
https://arxiv.org/abs/1605.00405


Non-Convex but Nice?
Notion of nice non-convex function:

“strict saddle functions”

Every point is either

- (close to a) Local minima
- Saddle points with decreasing direction (strictly negative Hessian eigenvalue)
- Large gradient

http://www.offconvex.org/2016/03/22/saddlepoints/ 

[1] Ge et al. “Escaping From Saddle Points --- Online Stochastic Gradient for Tensor Decomposition”, COLT’15, arXiv:1503.02101
[2] Lee et al. “Gradient Descent Only Converges to Minimizers”, 2016, link
[3] Panageas and Piliouras, “Gradient Descent Only Converges to Minimizers: Non-Isolated Critical Points and Invariant Regions”, 2016, 
arXiv:1605.00405

http://www.offconvex.org/2016/03/22/saddlepoints/
https://arxiv.org/abs/1503.02101
http://proceedings.mlr.press/v49/lee16.html
https://arxiv.org/abs/1605.00405
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Are there local minima?

Linear networks: f(x) = W1W2x

Linear function, convex loss (f(x)-y)2, but non-convex in W1, W2 

With full rank data matrices: strict saddle function with no local minima !

→ can we extend this to the non-linear case?

[1] Dauphin et al. "Identifying and attacking the saddle point problem in high-dimensional non-convex optimization." NIPS’14.
[2] Choromanska et al. "The loss surfaces of multilayer networks." JMLR 2015
[3] Ge et al. “Matrix Completion has No Spurious Local Minimum”, NIPS’16 
[4] Soudry and Carmon “No bad local minima: Data independent training error guarantees for multilayer neural networks”, NIPS’16
[5] Kawagushi “Deep Learning without Poor Local Minima” arxiv.org/abs/1605.07110
[6] Haeffele and Vidal “Global Optimality in Neural Network Training”, CVPR’17
[7] Janzamin et al. “Beating the Perils of Non-Convexity: Guaranteed Training of Neural Networks using Tensor Methods”

https://arxiv.org/abs/1605.07110
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Training Guarantees

Observations:

● Many (different) solutions with small loss 
● ReLU work better than sigmoid and tanh
● Some neurons are off (zero weights)

[1] Dauphin et al. "Identifying and attacking the saddle point problem in high-dimensional non-convex optimization." NIPS’14.
[2] Choromanska et al. "The loss surfaces of multilayer networks." JMLR 2015
[3] Ge et al. “Matrix Completion has No Spurious Local Minimum”, NIPS’16 
[4] Soudry and Carmon “No bad local minima: Data independent training error guarantees for multilayer neural networks”, NIPS’16
[5] Kawagushi “Deep Learning without Poor Local Minima” arxiv.org/abs/1605.07110
[6] Haeffele and Vidal “Global Optimality in Neural Network Training”, CVPR’17
[7] Janzamin et al. “Beating the Perils of Non-Convexity: Guaranteed Training of Neural Networks using Tensor Methods”

https://arxiv.org/abs/1605.07110
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Training Guarantees

● Assumption: positively homogeneous functions (i.e. 
f(kx)=kpf(x) for k>=0)

● Thm1: A local minimizer with some neurons off is a 
global minimizer

● Thm 2: If the size of the network is large enough, 
local descent can reach a global minimizer from any 
initialization

Applies to ReLU networks with one hidden layer -- a good start

[1] Dauphin et al. "Identifying and attacking the saddle point problem in high-dimensional non-convex optimization." NIPS’14.
[2] Choromanska et al. "The loss surfaces of multilayer networks." JMLR 2015
[3] Ge et al. “Matrix Completion has No Spurious Local Minimum”, NIPS’16 
[4] Soudry and Carmon “No bad local minima: Data independent training error guarantees for multilayer neural networks”, NIPS’16
[5] Kawagushi “Deep Learning without Poor Local Minima” arxiv.org/abs/1605.07110
[6] Haeffele and Vidal “Global Optimality in Neural Network Training”, CVPR’17
[7] Janzamin et al. “Beating the Perils of Non-Convexity: Guaranteed Training of Neural Networks using Tensor Methods”

https://arxiv.org/abs/1605.07110
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Generalization
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Formalization of Learning

PAC learning

● Observe data: (X1,Y1), … ,(Xn, Yn) ~ P unknown
● Choose a function f: X → Y
● Loss measured by E(|f(X) - Y|2) (or other losses)
● Learning is successful if the loss is small -- how small?
● We don’t know P but we may guess that a certain class F is appropriate
● So we want to pick the best f* in F -- ie do as well as best in hindsight

→ Can we guarantee that we get ϵ-close to f* with high probability? 
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ERM and Generalization

● We don’t know P
● But we have a training sample

→ ERM algorithm: we find f with small training error

● We hope its true error is small as well

→ “Generalization error” = test - training
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Underfitting vs Overfitting
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Bias Variance trade-off

http://scott.fortmann-roe.com/docs/BiasVariance.html

http://scott.fortmann-roe.com/docs/BiasVariance.html
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What about Deep Learning?

Training

Test

Error

Capacity

Optimal 
bias-variance 
trade-off

Deep Learning 
model
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Typical PAC Bounds

Probabilistic bound (probability over random draws of an i.i.d. sample of size N)

True for any function in the class chosen by the algorithm (including ERM)

D is the VC dimension measuring the “size” of the class of functions
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VC Dimension
D = Number of points that can be “shattered” by the function class

E.g. Affine hyperplanes D=3 (in the plane), or D=d+1 in Rd
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Margin

Large margin classifiers have a lower VC 
dimension !

D ~ Diameter2 / Margin2

If we observe a large margin after training

→ We know the test error won’t be too far 
from the training error
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Generalization:
Possible Explanations
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Explanation #1: “cheap” capacity

● VC dimension of NN ~  # layers x # of parameters (=L2 x H2)
● Deep networks have smaller VC dim for the same approximation error as 

shallow networks
● Is that enough to explain their performance?

→ No, we are still in a high capacity regime (VC dim >> sample size)

Yet, overfitting does not happen!
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Explanation #2: stability

Stability theorem (informal): if the output of the algorithm doesn’t change much 
when one example is changed, the empirical error is close to the true error

→ SGD is stable if you don’t do too many steps (but hard to get training error 0) [1,2]

→ Stable if you start in a flat region, but forcing stability does not help [3]

→ Stability applies to ERM of strict saddle functions [4] 

[1] Hardt, Recht, and Singer. "Train faster, generalize better: Stability of stochastic gradient descent." ICML’16, link
[2] Liu et al. “Algorithmic stability and hypothesis complexity”, https://arxiv.org/abs/1702.08712
[3] Kuzborskij and Lampert. “Data-Dependent Stability of Stochastic Gradient Descent”, https://arxiv.org/abs/1703.01678
[4] Gonen and Shalev-Shwartz “Fast Rates for Empirical Risk Minimization of Strict Saddle Problems“, 2017, arXiv:1701.04271

http://proceedings.mlr.press/v48/hardt16.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/1702.08712
https://arxiv.org/abs/1703.01678
https://arxiv.org/abs/1701.04271
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Explanation #3: margin
Training error 0 and no overfitting is not new:

● k-Nearest Neighbors have training error 0 and are universally consistent!
○ OK, doesn’t really explain it

● SVMs: large capacity, can get training error 0, but:
○ Margin

○ Regularization by the weight norm / enforce function smoothness

○ (both are equivalent)

● Boosting: training error 0 and still grow the capacity:
○ Margin increases!
○ Also equivalent to regularization (L1)

→ How about the margin in DNN?
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Margin Bounds for Deep Networks

Margin based

→ can distinguish between regular and shuffled labels

[1] Neyshabur et al. “Exploring Generalization in Deep Learning”, arXiv:1706.08947
[2] Bartlett et al. “Spectrally-normalized margin bounds for neural networks”, arXiv:1706.08498
[3] Neyshabur et al. “A PAC-Bayesian Approach to Spectrally-Normalized Margin Bounds for Neural Networks”, arXiv:1707.09564

https://arxiv.org/abs/1706.08947
https://arxiv.org/abs/1706.08498
https://arxiv.org/abs/1707.09564
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Explanation #4: flat minima
● Convergence to 0 training error

○ But more than one global minimum!
○ Different algorithms may converge to different ones.

● Are sharp or flat minima better?
○ Large batch SGD converges to sharper minima than small batch SGD
○ SGD is most likely to go to flat minima than sharp ones (due to random initialization and noise)
○ Flat minima (large basins) corresponds to large margin
○ But “flatness” is related to the parametrization!

→ Implicit regularization?

→ Can we use this to design explicit regularization (e.g. path-SGD)

[1] Keskar et al. "On Large-Batch Training for Deep Learning: Generalization Gap and Sharp Minima", ICLR’17, 
arXiv:1609.04836
[2] Wu et al. “Towards Understanding Generalization of Deep Learning: Perspective of Loss Landscapes”
[3] Zhang et al. “Theory of Deep Learning III: Generalization Properties of SGD”, 2017, http://hdl.handle.net/1721.1/107841
[4] Neyshabur et al. “Geometry of Optimization and Implicit Regularization in Deep Learning”, arXiv:1705.03071

https://arxiv.org/abs/1609.04836
http://hdl.handle.net/1721.1/107841
https://arxiv.org/abs/1705.03071
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Other Direction: Structure in the Data

We observe it works in practice, so that means the data has properties that make it 
easy to learn (with such architectures).

● Manifold?
● Clusters?
● Hierarchical structure? Compositionality?
● Invariances?

Note that “feature learning” happens implicitly so it can be that the data has 
“discoverable features” that help the learning process



Conclusion
● Representation power relatively well understood
● First convincing results on tractability of optimization (escaping saddle points, 

no bad local minima)
● Generalization still mysterious (margin is a promising direction)
● Need to understand the structure of the data
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Questions?


